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Who are we?
What is our project?
Culture/Storytelling and SDG4 in a Post-
Covid World?
What are our results and outputs so far?
Outlook for the future? 

Agenda



OUR PROJECT



Ruth VERA DELGADO
Initiator and Retired Navigator

 is a journey through the literary heritage of
Asian and European societies
aims to find common values rooted in our
societies and translated through time by
traditional folktales
wants to deepen intercultural understanding 
 between ASEM countries by sharing our
similarities (even in the differences)

Our Project



WHY DO STORY-
TELLING & FOLKTALES 
MATTER?



is a powerful and effective way to carry on our messages 
promotes creativity and imagination on how we can educate any lessons 
enables us to develop a deeper understanding a certain issue in a more
lightening, fun, and engaging manner

Storytelling ...

and other stories like epics, fables, fairy tales, legends & myths are the
heartbeat of our cultures
 were used to help people develop a sense of moral behavior in society
 capture traditional beliefs, customs and knowledge and hand them over to
the next generation to learn from and further develop their meanings.

Folktales ...

'Culturetelling'



We aim strengthen resilience of our audience through our own
storytelling, as well as gain and share a deeper understanding of the
different cultural conceptions of resilience across the ASEM
countries

.

'Resilience' during and in a Post Covid-19 World

Why the 'Resilience' theme?

Resilience is not a commodity you are born with, waiting silently on tap. It is
self-manufactured painstakingly over time by working through your problems
and never giving up, even in the face of difficulty or failure

– Lorii Myers



FINDING
RESILIENCE ...







... IN FOLKTALES ACROSS
EUROPE AND ASIA



Bounce Back from Hardships

The 'Dear' Augustin

There are many parallels between the
story of the dear Augustin and the

current ongoing pandemic, showing us
that the hard times we are experiencing
now are not one of a kind - pandemics,
quarantines, even bars and restaurants

closing and people lamenting about that,
all of this has happened before in our

history, yet we as a society have bounced
back from the hardships and managed
to find our way back to normalcy after

the non-normal. [...]

Illustration by @julieoolie_



Bounce Back from Hardships

 The Great Boon-khun of Pho Sop (Rice Goddess)

[...] here is no direct translation of the
word “resilience” in Thai language.

However, if resilience is defined as the
quality of being able to return to

previous good condition after
difficulties,

Illustration by @julieoolie_

https://asemfolktales.wixsite.com/asemfolktales/post/the-great-boon-khun-of-pho-sop-rice-goddess


The Wolf and Shrimps 

Endurance & Perserverance

The shrimp's patience with the wicked
wolf who intended to eat them all alive
is portrayed in the story. Despite their
small size, they planned a strategy to
divert the wolf's attention away The

story, in my view, is about how clever
and resilient the shrimp was in the

face of danger.

In Khmer, there is no direct
translation for resilience, but it can
refer to patience or how tolerant we

are in a given situation. 

Illustration by @crapeesha



Endurance & Perserverance

[...]... when after seven years she
realizes what she has done. How

difficult it must have been to return to
her uncle! And then she has to pray for

years to be forgiven, but she
perseveres. To persevere, despite

everything, is a sign of resilience for
me

 Mariken of Nieumeghen

Illustration by @julieoolie_

https://asemfolktales.wixsite.com/asemfolktales/post/mariken-of-nieumeghen
https://asemfolktales.wixsite.com/asemfolktales/post/mariken-of-nieumeghen


Flexibility, Open to Transformation

[...] this story shows how
important resilience is in
order to maybe get hurt

in the beginning but
afterwards being able to
create something new.

How the name Munich originated

Illustration by @crapeesha



VISUALISING 
& SHARING



Website

https://asemfolktales.wixsite.com/asemfolktales


Tales



Language Options



Audio Supported
Storytelling 

https://soundcloud.com/user-906691034/the-wolf-and-shrimps
https://soundcloud.com/user-906691034/the-wolf-and-shrimps


Instagram: asemfolktales

https://www.instagram.com/asemfolktales/


Instagram: asemfolktales

https://www.instagram.com/asemfolktales/


WHY DOES IT
MATTER?



Intangible results 
of our project....

Expanding on cultural understanding between
ASEM countries and finding the common in the
differences
Learning process of the difference concept of
‘resilience’ in different countries and cultures
Learning opportunity for various ASEM
languages and possibly local dialects
Continuing and keeping the culture and
tradition of storytelling alive
Bestowing the readers through the stories with a
renewed feeling of resilience (‘we can do this!’) to
build on during these hard times as well as for
the Post Covid-19 world



OUTLOOK



The journey has just begun!

We are looking forward to...

Further analysing common concepts and
understanding common roots and
conceptions of resilience across ASEM
Expand our archive of ASEM stories
Creating a discussion on transcultural
understandings represented in folktales 
Adding further categories to 'resilience' 
Podcasts, videos, collaborations
Expert insights

....and much more!



ASEF

Support and Credits

Illustrations

Instagram: @crapeesha

 Instagram: @julieoolie_
Website: www. laijulie.com

Eesha Dawoon

Julie Lai



Our 10 stories brought to life ...
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Thank you so much for your attention and this great
experience!



Do you want to contribute a tale &/or
personal illustration from your country?
Send us an email (asemfolktales@gmail.com) or drop us a message
on instagram!


